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Previously， the zero momentum energy expression was 
proposed 1，2 as a sensitive criterion to assess the accuraey of 
approximate electronic wave functions. The expression is 
derived by considering the local energy3，4 in momentum 
space and by taking its value at one special point， the mo-
mentum-space origin， where al1 the electron momenta van-
ish. Recently，5 the limited applicability ofthe original zero 
momentum energy formula has been pointed out and a 
modification has been proposed to ensure its general utility. 
Applications to several atomic and molecular systems have 
revealed1，2，5-8 that the zero momentum energy check is in-
deed a severe test of approximate wave functions compared 
with the ordinary check by the energy expectation value. 
In the present article， we show that there exists a set of 
relations between position moments r'< averaged over the 
wave function ¥I(r) not over 1¥I(r) 12， where k isa nonnega-
tive integer. The true wave function must satisfy al1 ofthese 
relations. The zero momentum energy expression 1，2 or its 
modification 5 arises from the simplest case of this set of rela・
tlOns. 
Based on the N-electron Schrodinger equation either in 
position or momentum space， we obtain an equation 
E[exp( -ip・r)]
= [exp( -ip・r)V(r)] +( p2/2)[exp(ー ip.r)]，(1) 
where E isthe energy， V(r) the potential energy operator， 
and r三 {r;}= (r1，r2，.内N)and p::{pJ = (PI，P2'・"，P3N)
represent the 3N Cartesian coordinates of the position and 
momentum vectors for N electrons. p2/2 = 1.;と 1(p1/2) is
the kinetic energy operator. (Atomic units are used through-
out.) The symbol [f(r)] is defined by 
以仰刷r吋)]: 
which is a linear average over the poωs位凶i江tiぬonwave function 
¥1 (付r)ト. 
For the sake of simplicity， we first set al1 components of 
the ve叫orp involved in Eq. (1) zero except for Pl' the x 
component ofmomentum vectorPI oftheelectron labeled 1.
Then expanding the remaining exponential function 
exp( -iplrl) and comparing thep~ terms on both sides of 
Eq. (1)， we obtain a set of relations 
E[イ ]=[~V(r)] 一 (1/2)k(k-1) [~-2) 
(k = 0，1，2，・.K). (3) 
These are single ∞mponent relations and r1 can be replaced 
with any other component ofthe 3N-dimensional vector r. k 
runs over al1 nonnegative integers for which the above inte-
grals are meaningful. The upper bound K may or may not be 
finite depending on the linear integrability of the position 
wave function ¥I(r) and hence on the differentiability or 
smoothness of the countetpart momentum wave function 
φ(p) [see Ref. 9]. 
A special case of Eq. (3) for k = 0 is
E= [V(r)]I[I] (4a) 
which is the original form 1，2 of the zero momentum energy 
expression provided [1]手O.The modified zero momentum 
energy expression5 isalso derived as a particular case ofEq. 
(3): let K be the smal1est k for which [~ ] =1O. Then we have 
E=[庁内r))I[可]， (4b) 
since [可-2] = 0 by assumption. 
In other words， the zero momentum energy expres-
sion 1，2 or its modification5 is a single particular equation of 
the set (3)， inwhich k ischosen to be the smal1est integer 
with nonvanishing [~]. However， Eq. (3) constitutes a set 
of relations， al/of which should be satisfied by the true wave 
function. When one adopts a single relation from this set as a 
criterion， a different choice of k may provide a measure of 
different level for theaccuracy of approximate wave func-
tions. Note that Eq. (3) is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for the true wave function. 
Ifwe retain al1 components ofp in Eq. ( 1)， we can derive 
more general relations. Expanding al1 the 3N exponential 
functions and comparing the coefficients of the term 
H?と1p~l， we finally obtain a set of m凶 icomponentrelations 
E LVI r~i] = [ (酌い)]
ー (1/2);~Jk;(k;-1)[ィ-2j r;J]} 
(k; = 0，1，2，・.K;) (5) 
for nonnegative integers k;. which includes Eq. (3) as a spe・
cial case. The relations (5) also constitute necessary condi-
tions for the true wave function， and the discussion given for 
the single component relations applies as wel1. 
The simplest example to illustrate the present results 
will be the ground-state hydrogen-like atom with 
E = -Z2/2， where Z is 前clear charge. For 
¥I(r) = exp( -Zr) and V(r) =ー Z/r， the nonvanishing 
multicomponent moments are found to be 
[X2y2jz2k] = {81T(2i)!(2j)!(2k)!(i + j + k + 1)!}/ 
{i!i!k !Z2U+H k) + 3}， (6a) 
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[x2戸:rkV]=ー {41T(2i)!(2j)!(2k)!(i+ j + k)!}1 
{i !i!k !Z2(i+j+ k)+ 1} (6b) 
and hence Eq. (5) holds for any set of nonnegative integers i， 
j， and k. There is no upper bound in this case. Another exam-
ple is the Kellner approximation 10 to the ground-state heli-
um atom， for which the original zero momentum energy 
formula was not successful as a criterion. 1•2 For the Kellner 
wave function (i.e.， asingle product of the scaled hydrogenic 
ls functions)， the zero momentum energy [Eq. (4a)] coin-
cides accidentally with the average energy -2.847 656 and 
this approximate function has been considered1•2 to satisfy 
the necessary condition exceptionally. However， ifwe apply 
Eq. (3) with k = 2， we obtain the value -2.874023 and the 
Kellner function does not satisfy the third relation of Eq. 
(3). This example illustrates that the use of a single relation 
can be misleading. 
In summary， we have derived a set ofrelations between 
position moments Iinearly averaged over the wave function. 
These relations constitute necessary conditions for the true 
wave function. The use of the present results is discussed as 
criteria for the accuracy ofwave functions with simple i1lus-
tratlOns. 
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